Second Chance Waltz * Step Description

Description: 48 Count 1 Wall Intermediate Line Dance
Choreographer: Michael Barr
Music: “Don’t Want This Song To End” by John M. Montgomery
Let There Be Peace On Earth & Somebody Loves You by Scooter Lee
Email: mbarr@saber.net / www.michaelandmichele.com

1 - 6  **TWINKLE FORWARD - TWINKLE FORWARD**
1 - 3 LF stride diagonally forward in front of right foot; RF step next to left;
LF step toward left diagonal
4 - 6 RF stride diagonally forward in front of left foot; LF step next to right;
RF step toward right diagonal

7 - 12 **PRESS, REPLACE, ¼ TURN LEFT - PRESS, REPLACE, STEP SIDE**
1 - 3 Press forward onto ball of LF into floor; Replace weight onto RF in place;
Turn ¼ left stepping onto LF
4 - 6 Press forward onto ball of RF into floor; Replace weight onto LF in place; Step RF side right

13 - 18 (Repeat 1-6) **TWINKLE FORWARD - TWINKLE FORWARD**
1 - 3 LF stride diagonally forward in front of right foot; RF step next to left;
LF step toward left diagonal
4 - 6 RF stride diagonally forward in front of left foot; LF step next to right;
RF step toward right diagonal

19 - 24 (Repeat 7-12) **PRESS, REPLACE, ¼ TURN LEFT - PRESS, REPLACE, STEP SIDE**
1 - 3 Press forward onto ball of LF into floor; Replace weight onto RF in place;
Turn ¼ left stepping onto LF
4 - 6 Press forward onto ball of RF into floor; Replace weight onto LF in place; Step RF side right

25 - 30 **WEAVE RIGHT - ¼ RIGHT, FORWARD, PIVOT ¼ RIGHT**
1 - 3 LF stride in front of right; Step RF side right; Step LF behind right
4 - 6 Turn ¼ right striding forward onto RF; Step LF forward; Pivot turn ¼ right taking
weight onto right foot

31 - 36 (Repeat 25-30) **WEAVE RIGHT - ¼ RIGHT, FORWARD, PIVOT ¼ RIGHT**
1 - 3 LF stride in front of right; Step RF side right; Step LF behind right
4 - 6 Turn ¼ right striding forward onto RF; Step LF forward;
Pivot turn ¼ right taking weight onto right foot

37 - 42 **CROSS, ¼ LEFT, STEP BACK - STEP BACK, TOGETHER, FORWARD**
1 - 3 LF stride in front of right; Turn ¼ left stepping back onto the right foot; Step LF back
4 - 6 Stride back onto RF; Step LF next to right foot; Step RF forward

43 - 48 **STEP FORWARD, ¼ LEFT, TOGETHER - STEP BACK, TOGETHER, FORWARD**
1 - 3 LF stride forward towards right diagonal; Turn ¼ left stepping RF slightly back; Step LF back
4 - 6 Stride back onto RF; Step LF next to right; Step RF slightly forward towards the right diagonal